
   
 

 
 

January 1, 2021 – 17 Tevet, 5781 – Parashat Vayehi 

Dear TBE Family and Friends, 

The overwhelming majority of the New Year’s greetings that I have received over the past few days have 
stressed just what a dismal year 2020 was, for many of us personally and for the world as a 
whole.  Those writing expressed in no uncertain terms their desire to leave behind all vestiges of that 
which was as they – indeed, we, collectively -- stepped into the new year. 

But Parashat Vayehi, our Torah portion for this week, which coincidentally (or maybe not) marks the 
conclusion of one book in the Torah and the beginning of the next, models a different attitude towards 
transitions, especially transitions following a period of challenge and hardship.  The patriarch Jacob, who 
makes his final appearance in this parashah, is on his deathbed and resolves to use his final days to offer 
a brachah (“blessing”) to each of his sons (or in the case of Joseph’s lineage, his grandsons). 

He has his descendants appear before him sequentially by age and pronounces over each an incantation 
that both describes the character of the individual as he is – or has shown himself to be in the past – and 
also directive or predictive in terms of what he envisions that person’s future to be.  The resultant 
statements depart significantly from our conventional understanding of what a “blessing” consists in, 
they are by no means universally hopeful or complementary.  But they do capture a concept that 
philologist and Near Eastern Studies professor Peter Machinist claims to be the essence of a brachah as 
understood in the Ancient Near East, namely a statement that brings into union a particular history with 
an anticipated future – with an implicit recognition that the two elements do not, cannot, exist 
independent of one another. 

If, indeed, the ancients in whose linguistic milieu the Torah was first revealed were aware of a truth that 
sometimes eludes us today, than our own aim in pronouncing blessings over one another (or seeking 
them for ourselves) at this propitious moment as one (secular) year gives way to another, should not be 
to bury our recent past – however painful or distasteful it may have proven, but rather to find in its 
experiences nuggets of hope, instances of success on which we can focus as we look to the future.  For 
while we may be turning a page as we walk into this new year, we are not starting it from a tabula 
rasa.  Rather we are stepping forward – upward (we hope) – to the next stage in a journey that is in its 
totality our life stories.  The points of light and joy in these stories are cast into yet starker relief for their 
variegated character, and our opportunities to celebrate them that much for real for this reason. 

Wishing for each of you and for all of us collectively the blessing of stepping into a new year, a new 
chapter characterized by greater joy, opportunity, wholeness and well-being as we grow from strength 
to strength. 

Shabbat shalom, 
-- Rabbi Rachel Safman 


